Abstract: Extending ATM services to the wireless environment is intended to provide quality of service guarantees to multimedia applications. However, provisioning of QoS over the wireless link is made difficult by the fact that the burstiness of the channel and the retransmission mechanism of the data link layer protocol result in a randomly varying transmission rate for the ATM connection. In this paper the randomly varying connection rate is modeled by a generalized Gilbert/Elliot channel model. A queueing analysis is performed for this system and the cell loss rate from the transmitter's buffer is evaluated in terms of the connection's allocated bandwidth, the buffer size and the parameters of the FEC code used in the ARQ system. Numerical results are presented for the cell loss rate as a function of the system parameters. These can be used for bandwidth allocation, buffer dimensioning and optimal code rate selection in order to guarantee the cell loss performance of the connection.
Introduction
In wireless ATM (WATM) an efficient data link control protocol is needed in order to improve the transport performance of the radio channel. Two error control strategies often considered in link layer protocols are forward error correction (FEC) and automatic repeat request (ARQ) [2] [l] . In WATM, due to non-homogeneous traffic characteristics and the quality of service (QoS) requirements, a hybrid ARQ system is more effective. Such a system can provide trade-offs between the error-correcting capability of the FEC code and the number of retransmissions by the ARQ system. In this paper we assume a type-I hybrid ARQ [5] system using the selective repeat ARQ [2] . If the number of errors is within the designed error-correcting capability of the code, then the errors are corrected and the cell is accepted. On the other hand, if an uncorrectable error pattern is de-T h i s work was supported by themational Institute of Standards and Technology under contract no. 43NANB811846. tected, the received packet is discarded and a negative acknowledgement (NAK) is returned to the sender.
Extending ATM services to the wireless environment is intended to provide quality of service guarantees to multimedia applications. However, provisioning of QoS over the wireless link is a challenging task. This is due to the fact that although a connection's allocated bandwidth may be fixed, due to the fluctuating error-rate of the radio channel and the presence of the ARQ system, the effective transmission rate of the connection will be time-varying [9] [4]. Evaluation of QoS parameters over the bursty radio channel is then a key issue in provisioning of QoS in WATM.
In this paper we use a generalized Gilbert/Elliot channel to model the burstiness of the radio link and the ARQ system. The traffic source is modeled by a Markov modulated deterministic process [SI. We then perform a queueing analysis and evaluate the cell loss rate (CLR) from the transmitter's buffer in terms of the connection's allocated bandwidth, the buffer size and the code parameters.
The channel Model
The Gilbert-Elliot channel model is governed by a two state Markov chain with its states labeled good (G) and bad ( B ) [ 3 ] .
In the good state, the channel is modeled by a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with (small) bit error probability p~ ( M and in the bad state it is mxieled by a BSC with (large) bit error probability p e (M lo-').
Suppose the mobile terminal is allocated a bandwidth of C cells/sec. which is the rate of error free transmissions. Suppose the code used in the hybrid ARQ scheme is an (n, IC) code which can correct any error pattern with e or fewer errors. Let P(&IG) and P(&IB) denote the conditional probability of error for the received packet, given that the channel is in state G and B , respectively. We have where A = G or B. In the following we assume equality in (2.1). Furthermore, we assume that all error 0-7803-6596-8/001$10.00 0 2000 IEEE patterns that are not corrected will be detected.
Exact calculation of the CLR due to the retransmissions of the ARQ system is difficult. To make the problem tractable, we make the assumption that the transmission rate is modulated by the channel state 
The Source Model
The arrival into the transmitter's buffer is modeled by a Markov modulated deterministic process (MMDP) [SI described in the following. Let { X ( t ) } be a continuous-time irreducible Markov chain with state space S = {so, S I , . . . , SK}. Let U = [ui,j] denote the probability transition matrix of { X ( t ) } and let Xi-' be the mean sojourn time in state si. When the chain is in state si, the source generates cells at the constant rate of Ai cells/sec. Since a transition in chain { X ( t ) } may occur in the middle of a cell generation, we assume that cell generation is renewed after each such transition. In other words, if r, is the nth transition epoch of { X ( t ) } and X ( Q ) = si, then during the interval [ T : , r,+1), cells are generated according to a deterministic renewal process that starts at time r, ' and has fixed rate Ai [8] .
On-Off source models have been proposed for packet voice traffic ( [7] , pp. 21-32). The multiplexed stream from, say M , iid packet voice sources, each modeled by an On-Off source, can be modeled by an ( M + 1)-state birth-death process { N ( t ) } in which N ( t ) denotes the number of sources that are On at time t. It can be seen that with the appropriate choice of the parameters the MMDP model reduces to this case. In particular,
Queueing Analysis
Considering the transmitter's buffer, it can be seen that we have a queueing discipline in which the arrivals are according to the MMDP model and the service rate is determined by the channel model of Section 2.
Exact analysis of the queueing system is difficult on account of its non-Markovian behavior. In order to make the problem tractable, we make two simplifying assumptions [8] . Similarly, when Ai < C j , the random variable [(CjAi)T,J has a geometric distribution with parameter Therefore, c.. The cell loss probability is now given by (4.12)
Numerical Results
In the following we present the numerical results obtained from our analysis. To verify the accuracy of our modeling assumption on the ARQ protocol we also contrast the numerical results obtained from analysis with those obtained from simulations. The simulation results which show a confidence interval are presented with the 95% confidence interval. In the simulation procedures the selective repeat ARQ is implemented in a more realistic manner in which a cell is transmitted repeatedly until it is received correctly. It is assumed that error detection is performed by a CRC code. BCH codes are adopted for error correction. A received word that is detected to be in error by the CRC code is passed on to the BCH decoder. The BCH decoder will correct errors up to its designed errorcorrecting capability. If the number of errors exceeds this limit a request for retransmission is returned. In the following the maximum number of correctable errors is denoted by e and the code length n is chosen to be 511. Figures 3 and 4 show CLR versus the channel rate for a buffer size of B = 100. In this case p~ = It can be seen that as the code rate is reduced (the error correcting capability e is increased), CLR is decreased.
However, this trend is reversed for e larger than 8.
From these figures we have obtained Figure 5 which shows the channel bandwidth, required to achieve a specified value of CLR as a function of the number of correctable bits e. The optimum value of the code rate rc (or equivalently e) is that for which the lowest channel bandwidth is required to achieve a given CLR. 
CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the performance of a type-I hybrid ARQ system over the Gilbert-Elliot channel. Numerical results are presented which show the cell loss ratio for different buffer sizes, channel rates and channel bit error rates. Our results show that in all the cases we have considered a hybrid ARQ system outperforms an ARQ system alone. Optimization of the code rate for different examples were also demonstrated. ( B = 100,PB = 10-2). 
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